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I- Summary 

This report presents the design of a Spiral Escalator. The Spiral Escalator concept and its 

components are explained in detail and the stresses are analyzed and the material property. A 

popular Computer Aided Design (CAD) program is likewise used to come up with the visual 

representation of the parts and assembly and its components. Also one of our main targets is to 

be manufactured in Saudi Arabia.  
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III – Introduction 

An escalator is a conveyor transport device to transport people and it’s consisting of 

a staircase whose steps move up or down on tracks which keep them horizontal. Most 

escalators also have moving handrails which approximately keep pace with the movement 

of the steps. The direction of movement up or down can be permanently the same, or be 

controlled by personnel according to the time of day, or automatically be controlled.  

Someone at the bottom or at the top of course the system is programmed such that the 

direction is not reversed while somebody is on the escalator. 

A spiral escalator is a mechanized moving stairway, common in places with a lot of 

foot traffic or where a conventional staircase would be very long and tiring to climb. Spiral 

escalators can often be seen in shopping malls, museums, multi-story parking garages, and 

subway stations.  

a. History of an escalator 

“Charles Seeberger developed the escalator and installed the first one as an amusement ride 

at Coney Island, New York in 1897. In the London used to have wooden steps, but this was 

changed after the Kings Cross fire at kings Cross St Pancreas tube station in 1987.” "The 

First Moving Staircase in England,"   “from (www.howstuffworks.com) “ 

b. Problem definition 

To Design a heavy duty spiral escalator and to be used in Saudi Arabic. And to be between 

two floor of height of 5 meters.    

c. Scope of Project  

Our project is limited to designing a spiral escalator that is challenging. One of our 

challenges in this project is how to design a staircase step and how to make a smooth 

relationship between a step and it’s here bath. Its components will be so designed so that 

http://www.howstuffworks.com/
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it can be easily manufactured in KSA. And to find a mechanism of a stairs.   

 

d. Statement of Purpose  

The purpose of this project is to design a spiral escalator. We have a minimum of three 

targets so far which is the first target is to face all the challenges that will face us as a 

group during the semester. Our second target is to design the parts my using Computer 

Aided Design (CAD). Third is to be manufacturing the products locally here in Saudi 

Arabia. Beside that to generating a prototype escalators. It’s very interesting for all 

people to see it. 

In the real life any companies want to build any project they want their project to be 

unique. They didn’t care about how much money they spend if the new idea will let the 

people interesting and like to see it. It’s like commercial for the company and its real 

nice decoration for the building  

 

e. safety in escalators  

From the first time, we concern about safety. Because in every new project “safety first”. 

So, we come of a lot of ideas. Finally, we come with this design. We find it much safer for 

all of people whether they are kids or adult.  Moreover, we take in our design the cutler of 

Saudi Arabia, because most women in this country ware (ABAYA). So we come with idea 

to deal with this thing as safety factor. “Safety is first”  

 

Here some of regular safety and recommended advise for the users of our spiral escalators. 

While escalators are among the safest forms of transportation in the world, accidents can 

occasionally occur as a result of unsafe riding practices. Therefore, it is important to abide 

by the following safety rules:  

From the first time, we concern about safety. Because in every new project “safety first”. 

So, we come of a lot of ideas. Finally, we come with this design. We find it much safer for 
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all of people whether they are kids or adult.  Moreover, we take in our design the cutler of 

Saudi Arabia, because most women in this country ware (ABAYA). So we come with idea 

to deal with this thing as safety factor. “Safety is first”  

 

After we design all the part we come with general warning that uses in every escalator 

whether it is spiral or normal  

 Watch the direction of the moving step. .  

 

 Take care if you are wearing bifocals or similar eyewear.  

 

 Hold children firmly with one arm or hold child’s free hand.  

 

 Hold small packages firmly in one hand, but always leave one hand available to 

hold the handrail.  

 

 Grasp the handle as you step onto the moving step.  

 

 Do not go in the opposite direction of the escalator.  

 

And when exiting the spiral escalator or normal escalator. There are also general 

warning: 

 

 Don't hesitate and step off promptly.  

 Make sure to step over the comb fingers; don’t let your feet slide off the 

end of the escalator.  

 Immediately move clear of the escalator exit area; don't stop to talk or look 

around since other passengers may be behind you.  

IV- Patent Search 
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Before we started to work on our project and think of our major parts in that project 

we Google it on the internet and we found a website that’s contain a patent search, we had 

gone through www.freepatensonline.com , www.patentstorm.us , www.patents.com  and 

after spending some time on it and with help of our professor Emad Tanbour we got two 

different patent one of them is most similar to our topic which is spiral escalator. And we 

rewrite the abstract for those patent searches.   (Wheeler, G. A., "Elevator," U. S. Patent 

479864, Aug. 2, 1892.) 

i. SPIRAL ESCALTOR: United States Patent number 5,158,167 

ii. Nakatani: United States Patent number 5,165,513 

And we will write a small abstract on each of the parent and a brief background and a 

summary of the invention.  

 i. SPIRAL ESCALTOR:  

A spiral escalator includes a plurality of stairs which are moved along a closed path 

of travel with the stairs collectively defining generally upwardly and downwardly moving 

spiral staircases bridged by upper and lower generally horizontally moving stair platforms. 

A generally vertical spindle is associated with each upwardly and downwardly moving 

spiral staircase. A male rod and female channel functions as coupling and uncoupling 

mechanisms for (a) coupling each stair relative to each spindle by relative vertical 

movement there between during transition movement from the upper horizontally moving 

stair platform to the downwardly moving spiral staircase and from the lower horizontally 

moving stair platform to said upwardly moving spiral staircase, and for (b) uncoupling each 

stair relative to each spindle by relative vertical movement there between during transition 

movement from the upwardly moving spiral staircase to the upper horizontally moving stair 

platform and from the downwardly moving spiral staircase to the lower horizontally moving 

stair platform.  (Wheeler, G. A., "Elevator," U. S. Patent 479864, Aug. 2, 1892.) 

 

http://www.freepatensonline.com/
http://www.patentstorm.us/
http://www.patents.com/
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ii. Nakatani: 

A circulating circular escalator has a vertically-oriented relatable cylinder extending 

between upper and lower floors. An annular stairway having a plurality of steps is disposed 

about the relatable cylinder. An annular cam member is disposed around the relatable 

cylinder for cramming and guiding the steps to move along the stairway, and a landing 

board extends over each of the upper and lower horizontal runs of the stairway. The 

stairway includes a lower horizontal run at a lower floor level, an upper horizontal run at an 

upper floor level, and ascending and descending sloped runs connected between the lower 

and upper runs. The sloped runs may be used for conveying passengers, or either one of the 

runs may be used as a return run. The inner sides of the steps are attached to the relatable 

cylinder for rotation therewith, the steps each being independently vertically slidable 

relative to the relatable cylinder. The steps are supported and guided by vertical guide rails 

on the relatable cylinder and guide rollers on the steps for smooth translational movement. 

The load-bearing run may be made longer and therefore less steep than the return run. At 

least one intermediate horizontal run with a landing board may be disposed at an 

intermediate level between the upper and lower horizontal runs for serving an additional 

intermediate floor.   (Wheeler, G. A., "Elevator," U. S. Patent 479864, Aug. 2, 1892.) 

 

Summary of the Invention  

 

Object of the invention is to provide an escalator, which can be placed within the narrowest 

possible space, without loss of any of the advantages of the escalators. 

”This problem is solved according to the invention in that the escalator is guided like a spiral 

staircase.  that the stairs have steps which are spaced like a sector of a circle, that only the 

broader, outer side-ends of the stairs are coupled with the respective adjacent stairs by 

connecting elements, which permit pivoting of the stairs relative to each other around an 

approximately vertical axis and furthermore an approximately vertical shift of the stairs relative to 

each other, that the stairs in the staircase area pass across at least one stationary, spiral type 
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guide, that in the center of the staircase area a vertical central column is arranged, that in the 

peripheral area of the central column a coupling device is provided for the detachable holding 

facility and guidance of the small side ends of the stairs and that at least the coupling device of the 

column is rotatory around the axis of the column”. Ancient Escalator Was a Link to History 
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V- Concept Design 

a) Staircase  

Since this project is associated with escalator. As a group we have visited SCITECH. And 

we have seen how the regular escalator moves to link it with our project.  And we have also 

counted the challenges that’s might faces us during the semester.  

A typical escalator in the Saudi Arabia is made of a stainless steel step and moving walk 

available in horizontal as well as inclined types with cleats made of die cast aluminum and 

is used for moving people. And also we are trying to follow the standards that are available 

in our library and online recourses.  

When we selected the materials for our project, us engineers are looking for metals and 

materials that are: - strong, light weight, easy to fabricate, low maintenance and that’s why 

we have selected the stainless steel and die-cast aluminum.  

 For example stainless steel is can be used in many applications like tankers, rail 

transportation.  

Advantages of spiral escalators 

The advantages s of escalators are many. They have the capacity to move large numbers of 

people, less space, low energy and less cost. This design especially with the inner and outer 

tube is design to be flexibility offered by the casting process this flexibility enables the 

designer r to match the design of the staircase component to its function.  
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Fig (i): SolidWorks® view of the Staircase 

The staircase is solid one part made of die-cast aluminum. Rubber is fixed to the 

surface to reduce slippage, and yellow demarcation lines may be added to clearly indicate 

their edges. The steps are linked by a continuous metal wheel so they form a closed loop 

with each step. The front and back edges of the steps are each connected to two wheels.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig (ii): 

SolidWorks® view of the drawing of the staircase.  
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Desiccation about all part of spiral escalator  

b) Outer tube 

 

Fig (iii): SolidWorks® view of the a outer tubing cylinder 

In our design we have to cylinder. Outer cylinder it is a fix cylinder whish have opposite 

helixes than the inner cylinder. The outer cylinder made form ductile iron because its 

mush safer than cast iron. And also it’s 5.6 meters. This is the distant between to floor.   
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c. Inner tube  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (vi):a Solid Works® view of the a inner tubing cylinder 

In our design the inner is our shaft. So it’s the moving part in this mechanism which it 

will deliver the stir up and down. As we said before it has opposite helixes than the outer 

cylinder. And it’s mad from cast iron.  
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Fig (vi)b: SolidWorks® different view of the a inner tubing cylinder 

 

This picture show all what we said before the inner cylinder and outer cylinder and stir 

connecting between them.  

We will explain the hull mechanism later on this report.   
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VI- Final Assembly  

 

Fig (v): SolidWorks® view of the assembly (staircase+ cylindrical tubing) 

This picture show all what we said before the inner cylinder and outer cylinder and stir 

connecting between them.  

We will explain the hull mechanism later on this report.   
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Fig (vi): SolidWorks® view of zoomed assembly (staircase+ cylindrical tubing) 

 

This picture show all what we said before the inner cylinder and outer cylinder and stir 

connecting between them.  

We will explain the hull mechanism later on this report.   
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Fig (vii): SolidWorks® view of up-word of the spiral escalator.  

This picture show all what we said before the inner cylinder and outer cylinder and stir 

connecting between them.  

We will explain the hull mechanism later on this report.   

 

 

Fig (viii): SolidWorks® view of zoomed up-word of the spiral escalator.  
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Fig (ix): SolidWorks® view of down -word of the spiral escalator.  

This picture show all what we said before the inner cylinder and outer cylinder and stir 

connecting between them.  

 This is another view for the Douw word  escalator  
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VII. How it’s work 

At the beginning I would like to say that before we face these idea we didn't know how is 

the escalator work but when we started working on the project under the supervision of Dr. 

Emad we found it the Way is too easy and smooth  

you should know that There are four parts in the bask equation which is the outer tube, 

inner tube, stairs and the meeting point. 

There's a piece fixed in this game is not moving which is the outer tube 

While the movement of the inner tube, there will be a meeting point in the two tracks will 

be a step in the middle of it . 

 

We did not know before how beautiful these are, in a move the stairs  

Now we can analyze any movement of any kind of different escalator  

so, within technology and renewed development of the human mind and creates beautiful 

things life has to facilitate the automatic  

 

However, we know the benefits of escalators are many. They have the capacity to move 

large numbers of people, and they can be placed in the same physical space as one might 

install a staircase.  

 

And because Spiral escalators take up much less horizontal space than straight escalators. 

However, early spiral designs were failures. For example, one spiral escalator constructed 

by Reno in conjunction with William Henry Aston at London's Holloway Road 

Underground station in 1906 was dismantled almost immediately and little of the 

mechanism survives. The Mitsubishi Electric Corporation has developed successful 

commercial designs and has manufactured curved and spiral escalators since the 1980s. 
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Whether this will suddenly start appearing in ork plases (let alone homes) near you is 

another question: it is still expensive and complex, but do not be surprised if you find one 

snaking through your office building sometime soon. 

However quickly technology evolves, we will still always need systems to convey people 

up and down through everything from houses to skyscrapers. It was only a matter of time 

before someone stepped things up with an innovation like this one: the flexibly curving 

escalator, possible future rival to the classic spiral staircase. 

In fact, this is not the first design of its kind, but it represents a significant step forward in 

the direction of fully customizable shapes for human conveyance systems – this variant by 

engineer Jack Levy can wind and twist in ways none of its predecessors could possibly 

rival. 

Notable sets of spiral escalators are located in the San Francisco Shopping Centre in San 

Francisco, California, and at Forum Shops at Caesars Palace in Las Vegas, Nevada. The 

Times Square shopping mall in Causeway Bay, Hong Kong, also features four curved 

escalators, as does Wheelock Place in Singapore. 

Escalators are one of the largest, most expensive machines people use on a regular basis, 

but they're also one of the simplest. 

At its most basic level, an escalator is just a simple variation on the conveyer belt. A pair of 

rotating chain loops pull a series of stairs in a constant cycle, moving a lot of people a short 

distance at a good speed. 
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VII- Design Analysis 

Units : 

Unit system SI 

Length/Displacement m 

Temperature Kelvin 

Angular velocity rad/s 

Stress/Pressure N/m^2 

 

Staircase dimensions and specifications:  

Object specifications  Average calculations  

 Step weight  200 KG- - ductile -iron 

Average person         80 kg 

Dimensions on the step  18*85*20*38 in cm 

Maximum load  250 kg 

Number of the steps  16 step  

Total weight  250*16*9.81=39240kg 

Cylinder height  5.6 m 

Length write side 39 cm 

Length left side 18 cm 

Thickness 20 cm 

Class high 100 cm 

Weal 4  weal tow from left and 

tow from left side 

 

 As shown in the table we design this stair this Dimensions to have maximum tow person.  
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 We choose the ductile iron because its mush safer because ductile martial gave people who 

maintained the stair warning before it fractures and also,  

Moreover, we design our stair can resisted until 250 Kg but the average will be 80 kg.  

So we have sixteen stairs in the all process in the same time and maximum weight resenting 

will be 25 kg. In conclusion in every cylinder can resisted maximum weight 39249kg.  

 

Mesh Information 

property Value  Units  

Elastic Modulus 1.2e+011 N/m^2 

Poisons Ratio 0.31 N/A 

Shear Modulus 7.7e+010 N/m^2 

Density 7100 kg/m^3 

Tensile Strength 861695000 N/m^2 

Compressive Strength in 

X 

 N/m^2 

Yield Strength 551485000 N/m^2 

Thermal Expansion 

Coefficient 

1.1e-005 /K 

Thermal Conductivity 75 W/(m·K) 

Specific Heat 450 J/(kg·K) 

Material Damping Ratio  N/A 
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Fig (x):  Stress analysis of the step. 

 

I this picture we did stress analysis for one stair.   It showed all the stress distributions in the 

one stair.  

As we see the maximum pressure in the right said because it’s the biggest said and also all 

the biggest wait will be in this said. The maximum stress will be 1.847e per 1 mm  
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Fig (xi):  Solid mesh of the step. 

Hear is shown the mesh of our stair and the force in it. Also, the forces and sheers stress on 

all the weal in the stair.  Where the stress distributions will be in every cubic in this stair  
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 Fig (xii):  Displacement analysis of a step.  

I this picture we did stress analysis for one stair.   It showed all the stress distributions in the 

one stair.  

As we see the maximum pressure in the right said because it’s the biggest said and also all 

the biggest wait will be in this said. The maximum stress will be 1.847e per 1 mm  
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Material Properties for the wheels 

Mesh Information 

property Value Units 

Elastic Modulus 2e+011 N/m^2 

Poisons Ratio 0.29 N/A 

Shear Modulus 7.8e+010 N/m^2 

Density 7900 kg/m^3 

Tensile Strength 420507000 N/m^2 

Compressive Strength in 

X 

 N/m^2 

Yield Strength 351571000  N/m^2 

Thermal Expansion 

Coefficient 

1.5e-005 /K 

Thermal Conductivity 47 W/(m·K) 

Specific Heat 440 J/(kg·K) 

Material Damping Ratio  N/A 

   

 

 

Fig (xiii):  Stress analysis of the wheels. 
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Fig (xiv):  Static strain of the wheel. 

 I this pictures of the wheels we did stress analysis for one weal in the stair.   It showed all 

the stress distributions in the one weal in the stair.  And shown the read cooler the 

maximum stress will be in this weal.  
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Fig (xv): Mesh analysis of the outer tubing.  

Hear is shown the mesh of our inner cylinder and the force in it. Also, the forces and sheers 

stress on all the part in the inner cylinder.  Where the stress distributions will be in every 

cubic in this inner cylinder.  

 

Cylinder dimensions 

  

Diameter  200 cm  

High  565 cm  
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Ductile iron:  

Elastic Modulus 1.2e+011 N/m^2 

Poissons Ratio 0.31 N/A 

Shear Modulus 7.7e+010 N/m^2 

Density 7100 kg/m^3 

Tensile Strength 861695000 N/m^2 

Compressive Strength in X  N/m^2 

Yield Strength 551485000 N/m^2 

Thermal Expansion 

Coefficient 

1.1e-005 /K 

Thermal Conductivity 75 W/(m·K) 

Specific Heat 450 J/(kg·K) 

Material Damping Ratio  N/A 

`   

 

 

Fig (xvi): Static nodal stress of the inner tubing.  
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Fig (xvii): Zoomed static nodal stress of the inner tubing. 

 

I this  pitcher  we did stress analysis for inner cylinder.   It shown all the stress distributions 

in the inner cylinder.  

And shown the read cooler the maximum stress will be in this weal.  
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VIII- Conclusion and Limitations 

In conclusion, we have learned how to design a new product and it want easy for us it was 

challenging for as. It was needed a lot of drawing and trying to the best part of the product.  

The design phase was very enjoyable and we did face many problems too. Due to limited 

availability of time, we couldn’t get into more details of the parts. 

We also learn more regarding about the computer aided design software of SolidWorks®, 

and we based our design to that software. Also we have to talk about the Grantt chart that’s 

helped us to organize our work and duty through the semester. And we will attach our 

Grantt chart in the appendices.   
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X. Appendices 

 


